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ABSTRACT 
We prove some theorems which are generalizations of characterizations of the 
arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means of operators. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 
1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In what follows, H denotes a complex infinite dimensional Hilbert space. 
L(H) is the space of bounded linear operators on H, while L+(H) is the cone 
of positive semidefinite operators on H, and P(H) is the cone of positive 
operators on H. 
The study of operator means began with the work of Anderson and 
Duffin [l]. They first studied the arithmetic and harmonic means and proved 
the arithmetic-harmonic inequality. Ando [2] defined the geometric mean and 
proved the arithmetic-geometric inequality. The axiomatic theory for connec- 
tions and means for pairs of positive operators has been developed by Nishio 
and Ando [5] and Kubo and Ando [4]. Let A, B, C, . . . denote elements of 
L+(H). A binary operation u defined on and with values in L+(H) is called a 
connection if 
(i) A < C, B < D imply A cr B < C u D, 
(ii) C( A u B)C < (CAC) (T (CBC), 
(iii) A, J A and B, L B imply (A,, u B,) J( AcrB). 
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A mean is a connection with normalization condition 
(iv) Z (+ Z = I. 
Kubo and Ando [4] showed the existence of an affine order isomorphism 
between the class of connections and the class of positive operator monotone 
functions on R + . This isomorphism cr of is characterized by the relation 
for A and B in P(H). Th e o erator monotone function f is called the p 
representing function of cr. 
The operator connection corresponding to operator monotone function 
f(x) = s + tx, s, t > 0, is denoted by V,>,. When t = 1 - s, 0 < s < 1, V,, t 
is denoted by V,. Then V1,2 is called the arithmetic mean. The operator 
mean corresponding to the operator monotone function x + x ‘I2 is called 
the geometric mean and is denoted by #. The harmonic mean ! is the 
operator mean corresponding to the operator monotone function x + 2x/ 
(1 + Ix>. 
The transpose u ’ of a connection F is defined by A (T’ B = B u A, 
A, B E L+(H). For a nonzero connection (T, the adjoint CT* and the dual 
’ are respectively defined by A CT* B = (A-’ CT B-‘-l and A CT’ B = 
(a~-~ cr~-l)-l, A , B E P(H). A connection (+ is called symmetric if (+’ = 
(T, self-adjoint if o * = (+, and self-dual if (+ ’ = cr. It follows that if f is the 
representing function of cr, then $(c’> is the representing function of cr ‘, 
[f(r-‘>I-’ is th e representing function of u *, and ~[f( x)]~’ is the repre- 
senting function of o ’ . Vi,2, #, and ! are examples of symmetric means. 
Vi,z and ! are adjoints of each other, while # is self-adjoint. Moreover, it 
follows that # is the only operator mean which is the dual of itself. 
In [3], J. I. Fujii and M. Fujii characterized the arithmetic mean, 
geometric mean, and harmonic mean in the class of symmetric means. Here 
we consider some generalizations of these results. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r and v be nonzero connections. Then the equality 
(ATB)(AvB)-~(AvB) =AU~ B, (1) 
A, B E P(H), holdsf or all nonzero connections (T if and only if v = T ’ . 
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Proof. Suppose v = r ’ . Let f and g be the representing functions of 
u and r respectively. Then f(A) = Z u A and g(A) = I o A, A E P(H). 
Hence it follows that 
(ZrA)(ZoA)-‘(I+ A) = 1a’A. (2) 
On replacing A by A -1/zBA-1/2 in (2>, one gets 
= A-lj2( A (T L B) A-‘j2, 
which implies 
(A~B)(A(+B)-~(A~~ B) =AU~ B. 
Conversely, if the equality (1) holds for all A, B E P(H) and for all 
nonzero connections o, then taking (+ = w, in (11, where w, is the operator 
mean corresponding to the operator monotone function f(x) = 1, x > 0, we 
have 
(ArB)A-‘(AvB) = B, 
which implies 
AvB =A(ArB)-‘B 
= [B-~(A~B)A-~]-' 
=Ar’B. 
Thus 
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COROLLARY 2.2 [3, Theorem 41. A symmetric operator mean m is the 
geometric mean if and only if 
(AmB)( An*B)-‘( AmB) = AnB 
holds for all operator means n and for all A, B E P(H). 
THEOREM 2.3. For all connections (+ and for all 1 > u > 0, the equality 
Aa(Bv,c) = (AaB)v,(~ac), (3) 
A, B, C E L+(H), holds if and only if (T = V,,, for sow s, t > 0. 
Proof. Suppose (T = I?,, t, s, t > 0. Then 
Aa(BV,,C) =AV,,,(BV,C) 
= AV,,, [uB + (1 - u)C] 
= SA + utB + (1 - u)tC 
= USA + utB + (1 - u)sA + (1 - u)tC 
= (sA + tB)V,(sA + tC) 
= (AL B)VU(AVJ). 
On the other hand, suppose (3) holds. Let f be the representing function 
of u. Putting A = 1, B = x, C = y, and u = i in (31, one obtains 
X+Y 
f(7)= 
f(x) +f(y) 
2 * 
Hence f is linear. Consequently, f< x> = s + tx for some s, t > 0. Thus 
g= v, t. ??
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COROLLARY 2.4 [3, Theorem 61. A symmetric operator mean m is the 
arithmetic mean if and only if 
(AmB)+C=(A+C)m(B+C) 
for all A, B, C E L+(H). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (T and r be nonzero connections. Then the equality 
(AuZ)~(Z~A-‘) =I 
is satisjed, for all A E P(H), if and only if r = u ’ . In particular, 
(4 
(A!Z)V,,,(Z!A-‘) = (AV,,,Z)!(ZV,,, A-‘) 
for all A E P(H). 
Proof. Let 7 = u ’ , and let f be the representing function of u. Then 
(AuZ)~(ZUA-~) = (_4~z)~rl (zaA-l) 
= [ Af( A-‘)] U’ f( A-‘) 
=f(A-‘)(Acr’ I) 
=f(A-l)AA-l[f(A-l)]-l 
= I. 
On the other hand, let f and g be the representing functions of c and T 
respectively. We shall show that g(x) = x[f(x)]-‘, x > 0. For x > 0, (4) 
implies 
1 = Pf(dl Tf(X) 
=f(x)(x-‘Tl) 
=f(x)x-‘g(x). 
228 
Hence 
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gw = 4f(W9 
i.e., g is the representing function of r_r ’ . ??
COROLLARY 2.6 [3, Theorem 71. A symmetric operator mean m is the 
harmonic mean if and only if 
AmZ+A-‘mZ=2Z=(A+Z)m(A-‘+I) 
for all A E P(H). 
The author would like to thank a referee for useful suggestions. 
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